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Abstract

Commercial and specialty insurance contracts and the resulting financial transactions be-
tween counterparties are both complex and costly to administer. Optimizing the operational
processes across distribution networks and trading relationships remains a challenge for the
industry. Operating inefficiencies cost the insurance sector and its clients billions of dollars
annually. Blockchain-based platforms can reduce costs in the core Accounting and Settlement
processes by coordinating shared processes and reducing complexity. Blockchain technology
can also facilitate the final payment netting between counterparties. We consider design prin-
ciples for blockchain platforms in the insurance sector and examine R3’s Corda architecture.
This whitepaper is suitable for business readers who wish to understand some of the complexi-
ties in the Accounting and Settlement processes of this sector or technical architects who need
to understand how particular platforms provide value within insurance.

1 Introduction
The Accounting and Settlement (A&S) activities in the global commercial and specialty (re)in-

surance sector underpin all insurance trading activities. These processes result in many interac-
tions between counterparties (such as brokers and insurers) as they first agree upon debts, and
then authorize, execute and reconcile payments between each other. Complexity and operational
difficulties result from coordinating actions and information between the different organisations
and systems.

Internally, A&S processes also straddle organizational structures from business operations to
finance operations and treasury. These internal layers further challenge each organisations’ ability
to manage and reconcile their financial data. Both external and internal coordination challenges
manifest as added costs and slower processing. A&S processes contribute significantly to adminis-
trative costs in every organization throughout the insurance distribution chain and play a part in
delays experienced by the end client.

A blockchain or distributed ledger1 can serve as a shared record between counterparties and
can coordinate and reduce complexity in their shared A&S processes;2 thus, the technology can
reduce operating costs and speed up processing across this insurance distribution chain.

1All blockchains are distributed ledgers, but not all distributed ledgers "batch" information together into a
chain of blocks. For simplicity the term blockchain and distributed ledger technology (DLT) are considered to be
interchangeable in this paper. The current generation of public blockchains broadcast data to all parties. This data
sharing model is inappropriate for many use cases in the insurance industry.

2The use of blockchain technology is not restricted to A&S processes in insurance. Any process that involves
collaboration between trading parties is a candidate for these technologies. In this insurance sector, this would
include placing and claims processes.
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The A&S processes ultimately tie into payments execution. Many financial markets use net set-
tlement techniques to settle between groups of organisations that have a long-term trading relation-
ship, but in the insurance sector net settlement is the exception rather than the norm.3 Blockchain
technology can help to facilitate new netting solutions. For example, promising advances with de-
centralized systems allow multilateral netting without traditional third party involvement (Garratt
et al. 2018).

The first section of the paper looks at A&S fundamentals in the global commercial and spe-
cialty (re)insurance sector and examines how blockchain technology can improve the efficiency of
these processes in the short and long term. The second section examines the advantages of dif-
ferent payment netting approaches. The third section establishes some principles around building
blockchain platforms in the insurance sector. The final section discusses the technical capability of
R3’s Corda platform for the sector – ChainThat’s A&S framework solution built on Corda provides
the capability to solve some of the more intractable operational and financial management cost
problems challenging the industry today.

2 How Blockchain Technology can Improve A&S
To set the stage for a discussion of payment netting approaches and particular technology

solutions, we start by detailing A&S fundamentals and examine where A&S sits within the overall
activity of the insurance business. Then we discuss costs, potential barriers to improvements, and
discuss how blockchain technology can improve shared processes and address complexity.

2.1 Accounting & Settlement Fundamentals
There are two main streams of ongoing operational business activity for participants in the

commercial and specialty (re)insurance sector. These streams are the broad divisions between
placing and managing contracts (i.e. policies), and the management of claims arising from those
in-force policies. Figure 1 illustrates these flows at the highest level for an insurer or reinsurer.

The internal processes and interactions are similar across different lines of business and in-
surance product types. Further, coordination processes are similar for both insurers and brokers
– sometimes, insurers will interact directly with another insurer; for example, by ‘broking’ their
business directly as a cedant to reinsurers. Similarities exist even in ‘facility’ type contracts and ar-
rangements, although these require additional ongoing coordination to manage pre-agreed capacity
or contract terms provisions between the counterparties. Coordinating interactions between par-
ties are particularly important because the products are often complex and take longer to arrange.
For commercial and specialty (re)insurance, these complexities introduce additional interactions
beyond those that happen in the retail insurance sector.

Figure 1: Overview of Operations Process Flows for an Insurer

Source: ChainThat

Trading parties typically have repeated interactions, rather than one-off transactions. Because
business transactions exist within these on-going trading relationships, they can be thought of
as mutual coordination processes between trading counterparties. Neither party can complete
their obligations without interacting and coordinating with others. In practice, the coordination
processes occur between the insurers and a broker. In placing business, a broker presents a new
contract to the insurer and requests a quote; the insurer reviews the draft contract and provides a
quote with their terms.

3The London syndicated insurance market is the main market with significant net settlement. It is a key feature
of the Lloyd’s market and is also available in the non-Lloyd’s ‘company market’.
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Both the contract placing and management and the claims agreement processes come together
in the A&S processes. It is these last two processes that realise the obligations in every insurance
contract – the payment of a relatively small premium to secure the payment of a much larger
claim in the event of the insured risk occurring. While these are often considered back-office
administration, they are still critical to the ability to provide insurance and these processes have
a material impact on the cost, quality and speed of service provided to the insured.

2.2 The Impact of A&S on Costs and Client Service
In a soft insurance market, every dollar saved in non-value adding administration costs is as

valuable as every dollar achieved through good underwriting or claims management. A&S processes
contribute significantly to administrative costs throughout the insurance distribution chain. They
also play a part in delays of the service to the end client. With a global market amounting to nearly
$1 trillion4, the sector generates annual money movements of up to $1.7 trillion5 from the insured
through the broker, along the distribution chain to insurers and reinsurers, and back again to the
insured (London Matters 2017). Each premium or installment and claim payment often passes
through multiple organisations and their bank accounts and each of those incurs both banking
costs and internal operations costs to transact them. Those compounded costs from each party
in the distribution chain are part of the overall operation costs that form the bulk of money not
retained as profits by participants.

These direct operating costs amount to about $200 billion annually. While some costs such as
placing and negotiating business have a value to the insured, the cost of managing and making these
payments provides no intrinsic value to any participant; indeed, those costs are a drain on their fees
or underwriting profits and are ultimately passed onto the client in the form of higher premiums.
These ‘no-value add’ costs should be addressable. Our estimates indicate that operational costs
addressable by joint application of blockchain technology to coordination processes lie in the range
of 10% to 25%. That would amount to $20 to $50 billion across the global markets’ distribution
chain; with A&S being about 30% to 60% of this.6

2.3 Can Blockchain Technology Simplify Shared Processes?
A key challenge in broker-to-carrier interactions is how to keep track of the various records

between parties in the steps between the contract (policy), accounting records, payment requests
and actual payments made between bank accounts. Rarely are records completely reliable, accurate
and available in a timely manner. At present, every party keeps and reconciles their own records at
each step and needs to reconcile each step with the preceding and following steps, frequently across

Figure 2: Simplified View of Internal A&S Activities Today

Source: ChainThat
4Estimated figures for 2015 were noted at $958bn.
5Assumes a typical average claims ratio of up to 70%.
6Based on ChainThat’s research with sector participants considering adoption of blockchain technology and

the business opportunity of automation, straight-through processing, elimination of rechecking/reconciliation and
improving data quality and joint record keeping.
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different systems. In addition, there are often manual reconciliation processes around the existing
IT systems. Costs stem not only from the process itself but also from each reconciliation activity.
Mismatches result in unmatched or unallocated cash in suspense accounts. Figure 2 illustrates
these cost-creating activities.

Blockchain technology provides a new way to address costs in both the accounting processes and
the operations management activities of claims and policy administration. Blockchain technology
can provide a shared record of the existence of each business transaction between the counterpar-
ties, and maintain that shared record as transactions evolve over time. Any counterparty can be
certain that the version and status of the contract that they are looking at is the same that every
other relevant counterparty has in their records. This flow and inbuilt reconciliation for A&S is
illustrated in Figure 3. Linking together trading counterparties and including payment records
in this way resolves many of the reconciliation and payment management challenges causing high
administration costs within the A&S processes.

Figure 3: Simplified View of Internal A&S Activities with Blockchain Technology

Source: ChainThat

Figure 3 also implies that a A&S solution with blockchain technology can work with existing
banking payment mechanisms, through an off-ledger settler. The basic infrastructure needed to
link blockchain platforms to existing national and international payments processes through an off-
ledger settler is available to the insurance industry already, allowing clearing7 on-ledger. By clearing
on-ledger through modified A&S processes, participants can already create common, reliable and
irrefutable joint records of their business transactions. Coordinating business in this way will
allow each participant to substantially reduce their internal administration costs through this use
of automation and straight through processing to give reliably reconciled mutual records.

We look forward to the future when payment settlement, in addition to clearing, between
enterprises can occur directly on blockchain-based platforms. We expect this to happen with
representations of fiat money on-ledger, and not with public cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin
or Ethereum. The banking sector is examining and experimenting how central or commercial
bank-issued money based on blockchain technology can be deployed to reduce payment costs and
create more dynamic payment channels for businesses and individuals. These developments in the
banking sector could have a further significant impact on payment costs in insurance and many
other sectors.

As these new payment gateways emerge using blockchain technology, the A&S platforms we
have described here will operate with them though a payments interface on the platform itself.
These mechanisms are explored in the section exploring Corda in-depth, but, in summary, payments
technologies may evolve in the next decade as illustrated in Figure 4.

7Here, ‘clearing’ means the process of coming to agreement on payment balances and the amounts to be settled
between relevant counterparties, without the money itself being credited and debited to respective parties (which
would constitute settlement).
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Figure 4: Evolution of Payment Services and Technology

Source: ChainThat

2.4 Can Blockchain Technology Reduce Business Complexity in A&S?
The commercial and specialty sector is characterized by its diversity of business lines and

product types. This complexity creates a diversity of business data. The overall business processes
are quite stable across lines and products, yet every insurance product line has different data needs
to establish, price, agree upon commercial contracts and manage claims. The result is that the
sector’s systems often do not fully support the complexity of this business information. Instead,
that critical business information remains trapped in text documents or customized spreadsheets
rather than in common, machine-readable, formats. This hampers the sector’s ability to process
this information both internally within and between companies in an efficient and automated
fashion.

But in A&S it is different. In A&S, the fundamental financial data needed to perform these
processes is limited in scope and varies little across business different lines. Further, for A&S, the
core of this transaction data has already been codified by ACORD (Association for Cooperative
Operations Research and Development) and the Ruschlikon group through Electronic Back Office
Transactions (EBOT) and Electronic Claims Office Transactions (ECOT). This means that not
only the coordination between counterparties but the final payment activity within each participant
organization is now within the grasp of end-to-end automation.

The significant advantage that blockchain technology offers over existing electronic messaging
based implementations is that the information held regarding a transaction and its status are
immediately available to both parties on a transparent and agreed-upon basis. This can facilitate
high degrees of straight through processing by each counterparty. Consequently, in data processing
complexity terms, an A&S coordination platform remains relatively simple and well codified in
terms of data standards. For these reasons, the platform would be easier to maintain.

A second source of complexity in this sector is rooted in the business distribution chains which
create some process variations in business or product lines because of the different participant
organisations, and practitioners. This is a lesser challenge technically but an equal business change
challenge. This is particularly so for larger organizations that have been striving to adopt good
practice across their multiple business lines. With the introduction of blockchain platforms like
ChainThat’s A&S platform, the common coordination processes can be better controlled at the
operational level. What will alter is the degree of control, transparency of reconciliation from
contract issuance to bank payments, and the ability to exercise or eliminate most suspense and
remediation activity. This is not to say that there will be little change in these common process
areas. Quite the contrary, the changes are profound and the potential benefits far-reaching in
adopting strong processes enabled by a technology platform.
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Well-engineered blockchain applications can deal with data complexity more flexibly than tra-
ditional technology approaches. Data needs in placing and claims are more complex and diverse
than those used in A&S. Both business process areas are difficult to automate fully and involve
processing complex business information. Mutual coordination processes with blockchain plat-
forms in such situations can still be useful by placing an expedient focus on limiting the use of
standardized and structured data to just those areas required to the support the coordination
processes themselves. Other, deeper contextual information on the detailed agreement can still be
recorded and carried within the blockchain transaction. These data can be either ‘unstructured’
electronic documents or, preferably, ‘structured’ but variable and machine-processing capable data
held in a flexible data container in an agreed format (e.g. JSON); the latter better supports local
processing (e.g. in pricing rating engines). In both cases the data itself would be electronically
signed on the blockchain platform to protect its integrity. Consequently, blockchain platforms offer
a flexible solution to address many difficult challenges in coordinating business between and within
organisations.

3 To Net or not to Net?
Previous sections described where blockchain technology can address problems in A&S. This

section looks at the nature of creating payments and managing payment flows between trading
counterparties in the global commercial and specialty (re)insurance sector. It evaluates three
approaches to netting: bilateral, traditional multilateral through a third party, and decentralized
multilateral without a third party.

Today, brokers, insurers and other similar parties in the distribution chain optimize their pay-
ments to counterparties only on a limited basis and, by doing so, do not necessarily simplify their
own processes or those of their trading counterparties. Typically, payments from one party to
another (e.g. broker to insurer) are aggregated together periodically, often weekly or monthly.
A broker may reduce the number of payments made to each of their counterparty insurers when
compared to remitting individual premiums. Similarly, insurers may combine claims indemnities
and fees when these are being distributed through the broker.

These approaches to aggregating payments require matching and reconciliation as described
previously. However, this batching also leads to greater delays in payments especially when the
time to pay stretches into months due to delays across the distribution chain. It can be difficult for
insurers to manage their income, while delayed premium payments can lead to delayed payments
of claims which directly affects the insured’s experience.

Below, we look first at the simple case of bilateral payments. This is followed by the more
complicated case of multilateral net settlement through a trusted third party. Then, we discuss
the novel approach of decentralised multilateral net settlement enabled by blockchain technology.
Lastly, we evaluate the pros and cons of these different approaches.

3.1 Bilateral Netting
A typical way of aggregating payments is illustrated in Figure 5. For simplicity, the payments

illustrated occur between two parties in a single currency. In practice this happens between every
counterparty and currency that an insurance organisation is trading with.

Figure 5: Aggregated Payments

Source: ChainThat
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The aggregated payments between two parties shown above does not necessarily mean that
payments are fully optimized. The figure shows two payments being made when it would be possible
to net the two payments and make a single payment between the parties for any given settlement
period. Some bilateral payment arrangements allow this to happen. Ruschlikon EBOT protocols8
are an example where one party takes responsibility for netting all the technical accounts for a
particular period within a single financial account payment. Nevertheless, because the two parties
are holding separate trading records, this still requires the insurer to fully check and reconcile the
financial account given their understanding of the technical accounts. The bilateral (peer-to-peer)
net settling process is illustrated in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Bilateral Net Settlement

Source: ChainThat

With bilateral net payments, the payments between two parties are optimized within the same
settlement period but these calculations and payments still need to be made between every trading
party in the insurance ecosystem that each party operates in.

3.2 Multilateral Net Settlement with a Trusted Third Party
The other payment and settlement system that has been traditionally available to a trading

ecosystem market is multilateral net settlement using a central and mutually trusted organisation to
perform the settlement activity. This is a technique that is used in many trading financial markets
including the financial sector where banks settle and clear large numbers of payment obligations.
With the notable exception of the London market, in particular the Lloyd’s market, this mechanism
is not widely used in the global insurance markets. Figure 7 illustrates the multilateral settlement
process through a third party with a small network of participants.

Multilateral net settlement offers two distinct benefits for ecosystem trading counterparties
(Manning et al. 2009). First, it offers the opportunity to minimize the total number of pay-
ments made within that ecosystem. This is done by a trusted third party that takes all payment
obligations within the settlement period and uses an algorithm to calculate the fewest number
of payments between parties. In practice, when payments are made through single agency, each
participant makes just one payment (either to or from the agency) in each settlement period. This
contrasts with making a payment to/from each trading counterparty in the bilateral approach.
The scale of benefit for each organisation then depends on the number of counterparties each
organisation trades with; the greater the scope of an organisation’s trading network, the greater
the benefit of this multilateral net settlement approach. This has applications for the commer-
cial and specialty (re)insurance markets, particularly in larger markets or a global market where
organisations operate with many counterparties.

The second benefit is the ability to create greater liquidity between trading counterparties in
a market. This has particular application in liquid and high-volume commodity trading markets
where each organization trading has a series of creditors and debtors. Here an organization’s ability
to meet its obligations to creditors can be matched and aligned at the time of settlement with the
obligations from its debtors. Thus it only needs to holds funds for a proportion of its known credit
obligations.9

Insurance has very different regulations around credit default risk and, in particular, the need
to hold assets to meet future (therefore unknown but estimated) claim obligations. As a conse-

8See ACORD Standards & Architecture Global Commercial and Large Reinsurance ‘Ruschlikon’ Group.
(www.acord.org)

9The clearing houses supporting these settlement services also provide further market management functions
including trade matching and risk monitoring.
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Figure 7: Multilateral Net Settlement with a Trusted Third Party

Source: ChainThat

quence, this form of near real-time liquidity management has far less impact on an insurer’s capital
management activities than for the banking sector. The previously noted, operational issues, of
credit control, matching cash and minimising reconciliation costs have more of an immediate day-
to-day impact. This is not to underestimate the functions of treasury management that need to
ensure that assets are available to fund settlement payments but the insurance industry has, by
practice or mutual agreement, allowed for the time (i.e. several days) to make assets available to
meet payment obligations.

There are also complexity consequences in taking a multilateral net settlement approach. In
current implementations, these mechanisms require a trusted party to calculate the net settlement
position. The same or different party then manages the physical payments to ensure every payment
in the settlement run has been executed. The key drawbacks of multilateral settlement with current
payment structures include:

• The creation of payment between parties where no prior obligations existed, necessitating
the use of trusted third parties to manage the netting and payment cycle completion. This
creates a particular default risk scenario. If there is a default and the whole settlement cannot
be performed there is the risk of chaos in the system because the calculated payments cannot
be matched back to the original financial obligations. Payments may occur between parties
that have no direct relationship or obligations. There are various ways of dealing with default
situations. The simplest approach is if any payment defaults then every other payment has
to be unwound and full new settlement calculated.

• The potential for non-trading parties to make payments between each other, leading to
awareness of other relationships in the ecosystem. In practice, these component payments
comprising the net settlement payments are obfuscated by the use of the third party to
manage payments anonymously through their agency.

• The need for every party in the payments ecosystem to hold and manage currency accounts
with the payment agency and ensure those accounts, through their finance and treasury
functions, are liquid with respect to their obligations for every settlement run.

• The typical technology platforms in place today tend to be inflexible and do not offer options
to participants on a dynamic basis to opt-it or opt-out of the settlement process as needed.

As a result of these management functions, centralised multilateral net settlement inevitably
adds an overhead cost to the settlement operation. As a consequence of the different benefits
and costs to insurance markets compared with other financial trading markets, we expect each
insurance market or smaller consortia of trading counterparties will wish to evaluate the benefits
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of shifting to or retaining traditional multilateral net settlement as part of its network coordination
services.

3.3 Multilateral Net Settlement Without a Trusted Third Party
Blockchain technology enables a new technique for executing net settlement calculations. The

calculation of the net settlement amount that needs to be made can be done directly on-ledger.
Given the right architecture, a blockchain application can gather part or all of the financial obli-
gations between platform participants and undertake the net calculations without revealing the
existence of those obligations to any other participant. The result of the netting payments can
then be passed to a payments agency (typically a bank) to transact and then confirm the success
or failure of the payments run. Where there are failures (e.g. defaults) the blockchain application
can quickly rerun and resubmit instructions to the payment agency.

The topology of this process will look very similar to that shown in Figure 7 with the exception
that the role of the settlement and payment agency in the settlement calculation is undertaken
by the blockchain application. The advantage of this new approach will be threefold. It will lead
to lower costs for settlement calculations as these are part of the application and not a further
‘value added service’. The application will allow greater flexibility in the timing and ability of
each party to participate (elect) into net settlement or operate on a bilateral, aggregated, or even
direct individual payments. Finally, there will be greater privacy as third party does not need to
be given access to the underlying individual transactions between parties. This new approach is
further explained in detail in the later section on implementing solutions on Corda.

3.4 Evaluation of Netting Approaches
As we look back again at the application of blockchain technology and integration with ‘real

world’ payments in the A&S processes, there will be some decisions to be made by global markets
participants on the management of payments. In this section, we have outlined options around
the payments services and technologies (illustrated in Figure 4) and the payment options avail-
able. Blockchain platforms can support existing options and give a new approach for calculating
settlements. A platform that shares information directly between parties could make the current
simple aggregated payment approach obsolete.

The initial decision for insurance companies will be on which net settlement approach to adopt
– bilateral or multilateral. In the bilateral model a blockchain platform can completely automate
the process of calculating a full position between every pair of parties at any point in time that
each bilateral pair wish to settle their mutual account. This could be done for single currencies or
a basket of currencies that the pair have obligations on. Thus transparent, highly flexible, bilateral
clearing, with the ability for counterparties to easily manage payment mismatches, is the minimum
service that participants should anticipate from new blockchain platforms.

Bilateral scheme payments can be serviced using existing bank driven systems directly managed
by each participant (Figure 4 model ‘A”). A blockchain platform can provide better transparency
by calculating the payments and recording the payment being made and received. This can simplify
banking reconciliations, suspense account management and credit control queries.

The alternative is to use a multilateral approach in marketplaces where this is would be valuable.
These calculations can be performed on the blockchain platform without the need for a trusted
third party to be involved in the settlement calculation and see that detailed transactional data.
Participants can expect more flexible services here within a multilateral settlement orchestration.
There would be more choices around settlement point timing. Further, counterparties could opt
out of delayed settlement for an immediate payment. Large or urgent claims payments could also
be made directly to other third parties who are not directly part of the network (e.g. the insured
or other claimants).

Payments in multilateral settlement schemes, in the immediate future, will still require the use
of a trusted payment agency to execute, manage and confirm the set of payments in a settlement
run (Figure 4 model ‘B’). The settlement calculations and transparent audit trail back to original
technical accounts through an off-ledger settler.

As payment settlement with on-ledger money becomes available, we expect payment approaches
will transition to schemes where participants can directly settle payments transactions coordinated
by the A&S blockchain platform with no need for a trusted agency (Figure 4 model ‘C’). Solutions
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built to work with existing payments models will need to be able to migrate to these new payment
mechanisms.

There are incremental benefits for blockchain platforms with payment clearing, bilaterally and
multilaterally. Participants considering an A&S blockchain platform will weigh whether there is a
case for multilateral settlement over the bilateral (peer-to-peer) settlement. In the insurance sector
the decision is less clear cut than for other financial markets as the decision comes down to the
added cost reductions resulting from making fewer payments. Except for the established markets
in London, this may not be compelling enough to move to compared to the setup costs and added
change disruption this will need in participant organizations. Particularly, we anticipate that the
eventual advent of a stable form of on-ledger money would make multilateral netting settlement
more compelling.

4 A&S Design Principles
In this short section, we draw together the themes from the preceding two sections to establish

some principles around how to build blockchain platforms in the insurance sector. These are often
called design principles and would form the basis for any programme aiming to develop and deploy
a solution. There are eight design principles:

1. Any A&S blockchain platform will need to be accessible through standard APIs to allow sub-
mission of technical accounts and other dialogue information either from existing participant
systems or from other (e.g. placing system) coordination platforms.

2. APIs will need to be compliant with ACORD EBOT/ECOT data standards to provide
backward compatibility and ease of implementation for participants.

3. The blockchain platform should be structured to have the capability to provide common
records with transaction status information and full audit trails of activity between trading
counterparties so they can understand and coordinate activity.

4. Records between counterparties must remain completely confidential between the counter-
parties of each individual transaction. At no level should the existence of those transactions
be available to other parties, even if they are encrypted.

5. Clearing or settlement calculations on a bilateral basis can be treated on the blockchain
platform as a transaction between the two counterparties as for any other transaction. No
additional features are required to execute this capability.

6. Clearing or settlement calculations on a multilateral basis requires additional blockchain
platform capability to:

• Obfuscate participants’ transaction involvement from any other party

• Manage the netting algorithm calculation

• Interface to existing payment platforms (i.e. a trusted party linked to the platform)

• Maintain the integrity of the settlement transaction and associated participant payment
obligations until there is confirmation of the full successful completion of payments. This
would account for the potential to roll back payments in the event of any failure. The
whole settlement process must be considered as an atomic transaction.

7. Whichever settlement approach is used, the progress, success and confirmation of the real
world payments should be recorded onto the blockchain platform to ensure the end-to-end
A&S process is recorded.

8. Payment interfaces should be managed through published APIs to ensure that the payment
methods can evolve and migrate with the expected development of on-ledger money or to
provide choice over the supply of any third-party payment agency
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5 Implementing Settlement Protocols Using Corda
This section begins by discussing Corda and examines how Corda may be used for bilateral

and multilateral clearing and settlement. Below we show how the architecture can provide the
technical throughput of the aforementioned demands and some of the design options available for
delivering practical solutions.

Corda is a distributed ledger built from the ground up by R3, its members and the open
source community (Hearn, 2016). The platform allows legal contracts and other shared data to be
managed and synchronised between organisations.

Figure 8: Corda’s Unique Data Privacy Model

Source: R3

Figure 8 demonstrates Corda’s approach to data privacy for transactions. The larger circles
are the information held by and ‘seen’ by each of parties to shared facts on the network. This
is the starting point for data privacy with Corda – Corda’s peer-to-peer architecture is a unique
approach in the blockchain enterprise space. It begins with sharing data only between relevant
counterparties to a transaction. This approach to data privacy matters for netting, as underlying
transaction information will be prohibited from being seen by any other, unrelated party. We
outline four core aspects of Corda’s architecture below:

• State object - A state object is digital document that represents and completely captures
all relevant information about an agreement shared between parties, including its existence,
content and current state. More broadly, states can be thought of as referring to a fact at a
point in time (for example, the state of a ‘technical account’ or the state of an actual payment
between parties). In Corda, these states usually represent an obligation between parties.

• Transaction - Transactions update states on Corda based on an event. A transaction is a
container that contains zero or more input state references and produces zero or more output
states. A transaction in Corda is an indivisible and irreducible set of changes that either all
occur or do not occur at all.

Figure 9: Corda Transaction

Source: R3

• Nodes - Nodes are the points through which information is sent and distributed. Each
node contains a full set of relevant information from the ledger. A single node on a network
maintains a full copy of all transactions on the ledger to which a party is privy – it cannot
see other transactions in the network.
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Figure 10: Corda Node

Source: R3

• Flows - Flows are embedded business workflows or processes. They are designed to facilitate
multi-party and multi-step coordination to reach consensus on a shared fact. To do so, flows
control when to communicate, what to communicate and with whom to communicate. With
Corda, nodes communicate on a point-to-point basis, consequently peers must specify the
intended recipients of their communication.

5.1 Bilateral and Multilateral Clearing and Settlement on Corda
R3 is involved in the leading payment initiatives in this space including Project Jasper with

the Bank of Canada, Project Ubin with the Monetary Authority of Singapore, a project with
the Hong Kong Monetary Authority, and projects with many other central banks. Project Ubin
is a recent project that tested decentralised netting approaches. The "Ubin Phase 2 Technical
Documentation" presents the initial approach towards decentralized netting in technical depth.
Further, a recent R3 Report, “A Proposal for a Decentralized Liquidity Savings Mechanism with
Side Payments” describes the multilateral settlement stages of detect, plan and execute on Corda
in greater technical depth. Corda’s peer-to-peer architecture allows flexibility – we anticipate that
public broadcast blockchains or forks that aim to retrofit th platforms to meet the requirements of
enterprise will encounter significant complexity along with data siloes when attempting multilateral
netting.

The netting in the commercial and specialty insurance market is somewhat less complex than
Ubin and RTGS approaches. This market involves significant volumes of payments, such as in-
surance premiums being paid and accumulating between firms. By netting, insurance firms could
compress the sum of these small payments exchanged between the same sets of counterparties.

For bilateral netting, the approach in Corda is relatively straightforward. Relevant nodes
transacting nodes would track the payment obligations balances through states shared with another
counterparty’s node. For example, the ledger would maintain a shared state between counterparties
showing the balance between two parties. At the end of the day, the ledger would report the
payment authorised bilateral balance and trigger the balance payment between the parties. The
steps in this calculation are recorded using the simple transaction features of Corda.

More complex, multilateral netting could involve transactions between many different nodes
across the Corda network. On Corda, the transacting nodes would track payment obligation
balances between all of the relevant nodes. Then, at an agreed time, such as at the end of a day, a
privileged node would call for a settlement cycle to occur. Flows would be sent out from this node
to all participant nodes for details about obligations, and a recursive scanning algorithm would
collect information from the state records, identifying all of the potential netting opportunities.

The privileged node would compute the multilateral netting amounts and then tell the other
nodes across the networks the required payment amount as part of the flows. There would then
be a single payment instruction for each node from the netting side. Each party would be able
to view the status of its own information in the settlement pipe, real-time. Nodes will have the
flexibility to unwind a failed transaction.
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Using existing payment rails does necessitate an off-ledger settler integration in order to record
the state representations on-ledger and ensure that changes of representation of balances on-ledger
(through transactions) are accompanied by real-world settlement of funds. For the off-ledger settler,
relevant parties would issue off-ledger payment instructions. On-ledger the funds would be held in
a pending (escrow) state until payment confirmation has been received from existing rails. Once
confirmation that payments have been successfully completed has occurred, the payment would be
represented back on-ledger as settled.

The structure of the off-ledger settler would allow a series of payments within an atomic trans-
action set. Atomic transactions would bundle together these various payments to the ledger as one
single transaction that either succeeds or fails as a whole. This atomicity is crucial, as a partial
resolution of a gridlock would leave the system in a complex state to unwind. The amount of
flexibility with settlement will depend on how money is represented in the system.

The technical support for on-ledger settlement, when available will be relatively simple com-
pared to supporting an off-ledger settler. Fiat money-ledger would ultimately allow counterparties
to be able to manage their settlement accounts directly on-ledger allowing the application to
directly manage the atomic settlement process. Under this structure, transactions could occur di-
rectly between insurance counterparties with effectively instantaneous settlement time. This would
increase the velocity of money – currently, sometimes it takes 2-3 days to settle, depending on the
terms for settlement.

6 Conclusion
This paper has identified ways in which blockchain technology can better support and reduce

costs in business operations across commercial and specialty (re)insurance with particular reference
to the A&S business processes.

The first, described in Section 2, involves the automation and joint sharing of data that exists
between trading participants across the distribution chain. Blockchain platforms can create efficient
and lower cost ways of coordinating the A&S processes including support for the final banking
payment and finance reconciliation processes. These A&S activities are a core part of transacting
insurance in the global commercial and specialty (re)insurance markets. These are markets where
over $1.7 trillion is moved annually and there are stubbornly high administrative costs that bring
little benefit to the insured or any party in the sector.

In this section, we placed an emphasis on the underlying A&S processes that occur after contract
placement and ‘post-bind’ policy administration plus the claims agreement processes. Nevertheless,
we anticipate that blockchain solutions to be equally applicable in those upstream processes as well;
the technology can handle the intrinsic complexity of data in the insurance markets.

In Section 3, we reviewed methods for optimizing the payments made in the normal course
of business using existing national and international clearing systems. We have shown that the
A&S process supported by blockchain technology can work with existing payment mechanisms. We
conclude that blockchain solutions can fully support A&S processes today as there is no requirement
to adopt cryptocurrency payments.

In outlining and evaluating the different bilateral and multilateral net settlement (clearing)
approaches, we noted that multilateral settlement is less suited to the insurance sector than it is to
other parts of the banking and capital markets. There are choices here but blockchain technology
can provide a flexible service to participants along either path.

Finally, we reviewed the potential for new payment processes emerging using central bank-
issued money (or another form of suitably stable and credit-worthy money) on-ledger. This is an
area of active experimentation leading to trials in the banking sector. We expect to begin to see
solutions that businesses in any sector can use for on-ledger payments in the next several years.
Adding this improved velocity to improved netting for the insurance market could see significant
efficiency improvements, in a way that is impossible with existing technology.

Overall, we expect the insurance industry to see a similar transition managing its A&S payment
needs as with payments capital markets: first, address clearing and payment triggering, and then,
adopt payment settlement on-ledger only as the capability emerges.

Corda can calculate and manage aggregated or net settled payments on a bilateral or true
multilateral net basis. These netting techniques, developed in the banking sector, can be applied
to the insurance sector. We have also shown how the architecture of Corda is particularly well
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suited to operate the more complex forms while protecting transaction data to only the parties
involved in the transaction.

Overall, the solutions to the technical challenges of implementing an A&S blockchain platforms
for this sector are now available. Only shared and coordinated approaches can address the chal-
lenges of multiple data entry activity, siloes of information within each participant, and multiple
reconciliation and correction processes. ChainThat has leveraged R3’s Corda platform to engineer
an A&S framework module that addresses these business challenges.
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Is an enterprise software firm 
using distributed ledger technology to 
build the next generation of financial 
services infrastructure.  

R3's member base comprises over 80 
global financial institutions and regulators 
on six continents. It is the largest 
collaborative consortium of its kind in 
financial markets. 

Is an open source, 
financial grade distributed ledger that 
records, manages and executes 
institutions’ financial agreements in 
perfect synchrony with their peers. 

Corda is the only distributed ledger 
platform designed from the ground up 
to address the specific needs of the 
financial services industry, and is the 
result of over a year of close 
collaboration between R3 and its 
consortium of over 80 of the world’s 
leading banks and financial institutions.

Consortium members have 
access to insights from projects, 
research, regulatory outreach, 
and professional services.

Our team is made  of financial 
industry veterans, technologists, 
and new tech entrepreneurs, 
bringing together expertise 
from electronic financial 
markets, cryptography and 
digital currencies. 
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